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Shown on front cover: 
Lagoon wall hung WC, Halo flush plate in brushed gold, Reina paper holder and robe hook in brushed gold. Domus round shower head,  
Index 2 outlet concealed valve with mini kit all in brushed gold. 1200mm Atoll unit in graphite grey, round counter top bowls, Vaere wall mounted basin mixer in brushed gold.

Shown here: 
Lagoon back to wall WC, Bank flush plate in brushed gold.



Founded on experience & passion, 
ARMERA is the creation of a committed and 
personable team with over 20 years’ experience 
in bathrooms, product design and interiors. Our 
promise is to provide considered design in form 
and function, a complete and seductive offering, 
and a close partnership-approach with our 
customers. 

Our approach towards our sales channel is 
to partner with retailers ensuring the final 
customer receives great advice and service. 
Our partnership distribution strategy, devotion 
to detailed design, and trusted personal service 
embodies who we are.

Introduction
ARMERA brings affordable luxury within an easy-to-comprehend  
& coordinated bathroomware portfolio that harnesses detail in design. 

Our design process is born out of genuine passion 
and love for our products. We have listened and 
learnt from the market, from end consumers to 
installers, retailers to project specifiers, interior 
designers and contract partners. We have 
engineered new technologies and solutions that 
make life safer and easier. We have designed 
products to create well-proportioned, beautiful 
bathroomware which delivers a superior 
experience.

We are not always trying to re-invent the wheel, 
we also sensibly look at what already works well, 
and make it better by focusing on the design 
detail, striking a perfect balance between old 
and new. 
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Manufacturing is in accordance with the strictest 
of quality processes and standards, implemented 
with years of experience in this field. This results 
in true manufacturing excellence, culminating in 
guaranteed technically and aesthetically superior 
products. 

Our products conform to the Water Supply 
(Water Fittings) Regulations 1999 UK Regulation 
4, and are designed and manufactured with 
sustainability in mind, incorporating water-
saving and flow-regulated technology. All of our 
products are quality-guaranteed.

We offer special finishes coordinated across the 
entire range. Special finish options include the 
sleek brushed black, an elegant brushed gold 
and the smart brushed stainless steel. Customers 
can match their brassware in their chosen finish 
to accessories, flush plates, toilet hinge cover 
caps, basin wastes and overflows. We have 
an array of colour and finish options for our 
furniture, ranging from our opulent Walnut Noir 
to the contemporary Cavern Blue. 

Our products are also designed to operate 
well on all plumbing systems. The symbol 
indicates the product can be used on ANY 
system, therefore making product selection easy 
whilst guaranteeing user satisfaction. Only in a 
few instances do we recommend items are used 

Ceramic toilets and basins

All brassware, including taps, thermostatics, 
showering, accessories and bath wastes

Furniture

Concealed cisterns
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2 years guarantee for parts & labour, extended as above for 
parts only when registered on armera.co.uk



with a minimum of medium-pressure, and these 
are indicated by the symbol  .

We love our industry, our business, our products 
and our customers. Thanks for working in 
partnership with ARMERA to ultimately provide 
a gratifying and superior bathroom experience. 
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Concealed Cisterns
Product Code: CI.732
Description: Slimline concealed cistern 
with frame

All measurements are in mm
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½” F
water inlet

* NB If outlet pipe runs directly into the 
wall a minimum depth of 110mm can be 
achieved by attaching mounting brackets 
directly to the frame. Please see product 
instructions for installation detail. 



Atoll
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Shown here: 1200mm Atoll unit in walnut noir, round bowl on tempest black counter top,  

Vaere extended single lever monobasin mixer in brushed gold and co-ordinating brushed gold click clack waste.



Gloss white
.10

Atoll furniture
Flattering and perfectly carved lines draw you in.

AT.620.600.10 - Gloss white £650
AT.620.600.11 - Graphite grey £830 
AT.620.600.12 - Walnut noir £830

Price excludes ceramic basin

600mm 2 drawer wall hung unit 
600w x 520h x 460d

AT.610.1200.10 - Gloss white £1270
AT.610.1200.11 - Graphite grey £1415 
AT.610.1200.12 - Walnut noir £1415

Price excludes ceramic basin

1200mm 1 drawer wall hung unit 
1205w x 400h x 460d

AT.620.800.10 - Gloss white £735 
AT.620.800.11 - Graphite grey £939
AT.620.800.12 - Walnut noir £939

Price excludes ceramic basin

800mm 2 drawer wall hung unit 
800w x 520h x 460d

AT.650.1500.10 - Gloss white £699
AT.650.1500.11 - Graphite grey £875
AT.650.1500.12 - Walnut noir £875

Doors can be hung for left or right side opening

1500mm 2 door wall hung cabinet 
350w x 1500h x 300d
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Graphite grey
.11

Walnut noir
.12

Brushed gold drawer handle
FH. 960.21 £69

Matt black drawer handle
FH.960.22 £69

Brushed stainless steel  
drawer handle
FH.960.20 £69

Drawer pull handles for an optional finishing touch



Opa
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Shown here: 600mm Opa unit in concrete grey, 600mm ceramic basin,   

Latitude single lever monobasin in brushed black.



Opa furniture
Contemporary full-width facia with hideaway handle.  

Complement with a coordinated brass handle to 
accessorise your bathroom.

OP.640.400.10 - Gloss white £295
OP.640.400.13 - Washed oak £295
OP.640.400.14 - Concrete grey £295 
OP.640.400.15 - Cavern blue £295

Price excludes ceramic basin. Door can be 
hung for left or right side opening

400mm 1 door wall hung unit 
395w x 580h x 210d

OP.620.500.10 - Gloss white £509 
OP.620.500.13 - Washed oak £509
OP.620.500.14 - Concrete grey £509   
OP.620.500.15 - Cavern blue £509

Price excludes ceramic basin

500mm 2 drawer wall hung unit 
500w x 520h x 420d 

OP.620.600.10 - Gloss white £533 
OP.620.600.13 - Washed oak £533 
OP.620.600.14 - Concrete grey £533 
OP.620.600.15 - Cavern blue £533

Price excludes ceramic basin

600mm 2 drawer wall hung unit 
600w x 520h x 460d

OP.630.600.10 - Gloss white £710 
OP.630.600.13 - Washed oak £710
OP.630.600.14 - Concrete grey £710 
OP.630.600.15 - Cavern blue £710

Price excludes ceramic basin

600mm 3 drawer floor standing unit 
600w x 830h x 460d

OP.620.800.10 - Gloss white £710 
OP.620.800.13 - Washed oak £710
OP.620.800.14 - Concrete grey £710 
OP.620.800.15 - Cavern blue £710

Price excludes ceramic basin

800mm 2 drawer wall hung unit 
800w x 520h x 460d

OP.650.1500.10 - Gloss white £699
OP.650.1500.13 - Washed oak £699
OP.650.1500.14 - Concrete grey £699 
OP.650.1500.15 - Cavern blue £699

Doors can be hung for left or right side opening

1500mm 2 door wall hung cabinet 
350w x 1500h x 300d

Brushed gold drawer handle
FH. 960.21 £69

Matt black drawer handle
FH.960.22 £69

Brushed stainless steel  
drawer handle
FH.960.20 £69
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Gloss white
.10

Concrete grey
.14

Washed oak
.13

Cavern blue
.15

Drawer pull handles for an optional finishing touch



Ceramic basins 

Shown here: Atoll 800mm unit in graphite grey, 800mm ceramic basin,   
Oculus single lever monobasin mixer in brushed gold and co-ordinating brushed gold overflow ring.
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Counter-top bowls & slabs

Please note that the ceramic basins do not come with the basin waste, however they are included in monobasin taps coded 110 and 111 in all 
finishes. Chrome overflow rings are included with 500mm, 600mm, 800mm and 1200mm basins as standard.

CB.723.400 £155

400mm reversible left or right 
cabinet basin with single tap hole

CB.721.800 £450

800mm cabinet basin with single 
tap hole and overflow

CB.721.500 £235

500mm cabinet basin with single 
tap hole and overflow

CB.721.600 £330

600mm cabinet basin with single 
tap hole and overflow

Basin waste with adaptable installation 
for click clack (push up/down) or free flow 
locked position

BW.210.66.4 - chrome £45
BW.210.66.5 - brushed black £105 
BW.210.66.6 - brushed gold £105
BW.210.66.7 - brushed stainless steel £105

CB.971.5 - brushed black £22.25
CB.971.6 - brushed gold £22.25
CB.971.7 - brushed stainless steel £22.25

Overflow ring for basins

CB.721.1200 £535

1200mm double cabinet basin  
with two tap holes and overflows

VE.722.66    Ø360mm £339

Round counter top bowl   

VE.722.55   465 x 335mm £339

Curved linear counter top bowl

Dapple white-grey

SL.670.500.1 - 500mm £496 
SL.670.600.1 - 600mm £580 
SL.670.800.1 - 800mm £699 
SL.670.1200.1 - 1200mm £930

Tempest Black
SL.670.500.2 - 500mm  £640 
SL.670.600.2 - 600mm  £730 
SL.670.800.2 - 800mm  £874 
SL.670.1200.2 - 1200mm £1165

Ceramic basins 
Feather-edged ceramic lines with flat polished profiles brings the latest in basin design to your bathroom.

Suitable for slotted and unslotted basins. Basin wastes are included in monobasin 
taps coded 110 and extended monobasin taps coded 111 in all finishes.

All slabs are solid Silestone quartz with 20mm height and are supplied 
with a cut-out for the waste to suit ARMERA counter-top basins.
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WCs

Shown here: Anthem wall hung WC.
12



LG.711 £595

Close coupled WC  
with cistern fittings and seat

Anthem

LG.713 £465

Wall hung WC with seat
LG.712 £465

Back to wall WC with seat

AN.713 £465

Wall hung WC with seat
AN.712 £465

Back to wall WC with seat

Rimless on the inside, blind fixings to give clear surfaces on the outside, soft-close quick 
release slim profile seats and special finish accessories creates a superior choice of toilets.

Lagoon seat hinge cover caps

LG.972.5 - brushed black £35 
LG.972.6 - brushed gold £35

Flush button for close coupled WC
FL.715.5 - brushed black £57.50 
FL.715.6 - brushed gold £57.50 
FL.715.7 - brushed stainless £57.50

steel

Lagoon 

AN.711 £595

Close coupled WC  
with cistern fittings and seat

Anthem seat hinge cover caps

AN.972.5 - brushed black £35 
AN.972.6 - brushed gold £35

Flush button for close coupled WC
FL.715.5 - brushed black £57.50 
FL.715.6 - brushed gold £57.50 
FL.715.7 - brushed stainless £57.50

steel

213

Cut outs available  
on close coupled WC

LG.711CL (left when facing WC)     £719 
LG.711CR (right when facing WC)  £719

Cut outs available  
on close coupled WC

AN.711CL (left when facing WC)     £719 
AN.711CR (right when facing WC)  £719



Concealed Cisterns  
& Flush Plates

Shown here: Halo flush plate in matt black.
14



CI.732 £403

Slimline concealed cistern  
with frame

CI.734 £380

Short concealed cistern  
with frame 

CI.735 £155

In-wall concealed cistern  
with adjustable pipe length

FL.750.66.4 - chrome £45.50 
FL.750.66.5 - matt black     £115 
FL.750.66.6 - brushed gold     £115 
FL.750.66.7 - brushed stainless steel     £115

Halo flush plate for CI.732 Bank flush plate for CI.734 and CI.735

Concealed cisterns & Flush plates
The clean concealed look is coupled with an easy-to-use ergonomic feel.

This cistern must be fitted with the Halo 
plate below

This cistern must be fitted with the 
Bank plate below

This cistern must be fitted with the 
Bank plate below

Halo plate fits above cistern CI.732 only Bank plate fits above cisterns CI.734 and CI.735 only
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FL.760.55.4 - chrome £45.50 
FL.760.55.5 - matt black     £115 
FL.760.55.6 - brushed gold     £115 
FL.760.55.7 - brushed stainless steel     £115



Aeres

Shown here: Aeres single lever monobasin mixer in brushed black  
with 400mm cloakroom basin.16



Concealed bath and bath shower options
Shown below are some suggestions. Please refer to pages 27-39 for more options and pricing.

Extended single lever monobasin mixer with waste
AE.111.4 - chrome £235 AE.111.5 - brushed black £325

Single lever monobasin mixer with waste
AE.110.4 - chrome £175

Deck mounted bath filler 
AE.122.4 - chrome £220 AE.122.5 - brushed black £315

Deck mounted bath shower mixer with shower kit
AE.132.4 - chrome £290

Pivot 2 outlet valve
PI.342.66.4

Aeres
Aeres is the latest contemporary design flaunting a super sleek profile for a modern simple feel.

Bath filler waste 
BW.232.4

Mini kit
SH.430.66.4

Pivot 1 outlet valve
PI.341.66.4

Bath filler waste 
BW.232.4

AE.110.5 - brushed black £235
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Latitude

Shown here: Latitude single lever monobasin mixer in chrome with 600mm ceramic basin.
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Deck mounted bath shower mixer  
with shower kit

Extended single lever monobasin 
mixer with waste

Latitude
Soft square corners and design detailing perfect the slimline square profile.

Concealed bath and bath shower options
Shown below are some suggestions. Please refer to pages 27-39 for more options and pricing.

Pivot 2 outlet valve
PI.342.55.4

Bath filler waste 
BW.232.4

Mini kit
SH.430.55.4

Pivot 1 outlet valve
PI.341.55.4

Bath filler waste 
BW.232.4

LA.111.4 - chrome £290
LA.111.5 - brushed black £407 
LA.111.6 - brushed gold £407

LA.110.4 - chrome £209 
LA.110.5 - brushed black £290
LA.110.6 - brushed gold £290

Single lever monobasin mixer   
with waste

LA.113.4 - chrome £349 
LA.113.5 - brushed black £489 
LA.113.6 - brushed gold £489

Wall mounted basin mixer

LA.132.4 - chrome £339

Deck mounted bath filler 
LA.122.4 - chrome £244 
LA.122.5 - brushed black £349
LA.122.6 - brushed gold £349

Wall mounted basin mixers do not include wastes
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Oculus

Shown here: Oculus single lever monobasin mixer in brushed gold  
with coordinating overflow in brushed gold.20



Extended single lever monobasin 
mixer with waste Wall mounted basin mixer

Oculus 
Eye-for-detail design reinvents this classic contemporary tap, with exacting sleek proportions. 

OC.111.4 - chrome £290
OC.111.5 - brushed black £407
OC.111.6 - brushed gold £407
OC.111.7 - brushed stainless steel £407

OC.110.4 - chrome £197
OC.110.5 - brushed black £279
OC.110.6 - brushed gold £279
OC.110.7 - brushed stainless steel £279

Single lever monobasin mixer  
with waste

OC.113.4 - chrome £314 
OC.113.5 - brushed black £442
OC.113.6 - brushed gold £442 
OC.113.7 - brushed stainless steel £442

Concealed bath and bath shower options
Shown below are some suggestions. Please refer to pages 27-39 for more options and pricing.

Pivot 2 outlet valve
PI.342.66.4

Bath filler waste 
BW.232.4

Mini kit
SH.430.66.4

Pivot 1 outlet valve
PI.341.66.4

Bath filler waste 
BW.232.4

Deck mounted bath shower mixer  
with shower kit
OC.132.4 - chrome £290

Deck mounted bath filler 
OC.122.4 - chrome £220
OC.122.5 - brushed black £314
OC.122.6 - brushed gold £314
OC.122.7 - brushed stainless steel £314

Wall mounted basin mixers do not include wastes

21

Floor standing bath shower  
mixer with shower kit
OC.134.4 - chrome £845



Maze

Shown here: Maze wall mounted basin mixer in brushed stainless steel.
22



Deck mounted bath shower mixer  
with shower kit

Extended single lever monobasin 
mixer with waste Wall mounted basin mixer

Maze
Subtle knurled detailing adds an industrial twist to this contemporary designer range. 

MA.111.4 - chrome £314
MA.111.5 - brushed black £442 
MA.111.6 - brushed gold £442 
MA.111.7 - brushed stainless steel £442

MA.110.4 - chrome £220
MA.110.5 - brushed black £314
MA.110.6 - brushed gold £314
MA.110.7 - brushed stainless steel £314

Single lever monobasin mixer   
with waste

MA.113.4 - chrome £338 
MA.113.5 - brushed black £465
MA.113.6 - brushed gold £465
MA.113.7 - brushed stainless steel £465

MA.132.4 - chrome £314

Deck mounted bath filler 
MA.122.4 - chrome £244 
MA.122.5 - brushed black £349
MA.122.6 - brushed gold £349
MA.122.7 - brushed stainless steel £349

Concealed bath and bath shower options
Shown below are some suggestions. Please refer to pages 27-39 for more options and pricing.

Bath filler waste 
BW.232.4

Bath filler waste 
BW.232.4

Maze Index  
2 outlet valve
IN.432.60.4

Mini kit
SH.430.66.4

Wall mounted basin mixers do not include wastes
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Maze Index  
1 outlet valve
IN.431.60.4



Vaere

Shown here: Round bowl on tempest black counter-top,  
Vaere extended single lever monobasin mixer and click clack waste in brushed gold.
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Vaere
Inspired by design styles from the car industry and architectural forms of beautiful buildings, Vaere 

boasts pleasing symmetry, subtle oval profiles and beautifully executed curves. 

Concealed bath and bath shower options
Shown below are some suggestions. Please refer to pages 27-39 for more options and pricing.

Index 1 outlet valve
IN.331.60.4

Bath filler waste 
BW.232.4

Index 2 outlet valve
IN.332.60.4

Bath filler waste 
BW.232.4

VA.110.4 - chrome £235 
VA.110.5 - brushed black £325
VA.110.6 - brushed gold £325

Single lever monobasin mixer  
with waste

Extended single lever monobasin 
mixer with waste
VA.111.4 - chrome £325 
VA.111.5 - brushed black £465
VA.111.6 - brushed gold £465

Floor standing bath shower  
mixer with shower kit
VA.134.4 - chrome £875 
VA.134.5 - brushed black £1225
VA.134.6 - brushed gold £1225

Deck mounted bath shower 
mixer set
VA.135.4 - chrome £465 
Set includes single lever flow/temperature 
control, diverter, shower handset and hose.
To complete the set please add either:  
Deck mounted spout VA.918; or Bath filler 
waste BW.232 or BW.233 (see page 27)

Mini kit
SH.430.66.4

Wall mounted basin mixer
VA.113.4 - chrome £349 
VA.113.5 - brushed black £489
VA.113.6 - brushed gold £489

Wall mounted basin mixers do not include wastes

Deck mounted bath spout
VA.918.4 - chrome £230
Or choose a bath filler waste (see page 27)
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Wastes

Shown here: Oculus wall mounted basin mixer in brushed gold with coordinated click clack waste in brushed gold
26



BW.223.4 - chrome £69

Bath waste with twist handle 
plug operation

BW.210.66.4 - chrome £45 
BW.210.66.5 - brushed black £105
BW.210.66.6 - brushed gold £105
BW.210.66.7 - brushed stainless steel £105

BT.211.66.4 - chrome  £80
BT.211.66.5 - brushed black £175
BT.211.66.6 - brushed gold £175
BT.211.66.7 - brushed stainless steel £175

Bottle trap

BW.222.4 - chrome  £69
BW.222.5 - brushed black £115
BW.222.6 - brushed gold £115
BW.222.7 - brushed stainless steel £115

Bath waste with click clack plug
BW.232.4 - chrome £150 
BW.232.5 - brushed black £232
BW.232.6 - brushed gold £232
BW.232.7 - brushed stainless steel £232

Bath filler waste  
with click clack plug 

CB.971.5 - brushed black £22.25
CB.971.6 - brushed gold £22.25 
CB.971.7 - brushed stainless steel £22.25

Overflow ring for basins

Wastes
Beautifully designed to coordinate perfectly with your ARMERA bathroom.

BW.233.4 - chrome £150

Bath filler waste with twist 
handle plug operation

Basin waste with adaptable installation 
for click clack (push up/down) or free flow 
locked position

Suitable for slotted and unslotted basins. Please 
note that basin wastes are included in monobasin 
taps coded 110 and extended monobasin taps 
coded 111 in all finishes. 227



Pivot thermostatic  
valves

Shown here: Pivot round 2 outlet concealed valve in brushed gold.
28



TH.310 £150

ARMERA-DOCK 
First fix housing for all concealed valves

Pivot thermostatic valves
Pivot provides smooth-glide rotational on/off operation with the safety 

and comfort of thermostatic technology.

1 outlet 
PI.341.66.4 - chrome £440

Pivot round  
concealed thermostatic valve
This valve requires an ARMERA DOCK 
TH.310 for first-fix installation

2 outlet 
PI.342.66.4 - chrome £545 
PI.342.66.5 - brushed black £689
PI.342.66.6 - brushed gold £689
PI.342.66.7 - brushed stainless steel £689

3 outlet 
PI.343.66.4 - chrome £545 
PI.343.66.5 - brushed black £689
PI.343.66.6 - brushed gold £689

1 outlet 
PI.341.55.4 - chrome £440

Pivot square  
concealed thermostatic valve
This valve requires an ARMERA DOCK 
TH.310 for first-fix installation

2 outlet 
PI.342.55.4 - chrome £545 
PI.342.55.5 - brushed black £689
PI.342.55.6 - brushed gold £689

3 outlet 
PI.343.55.4 - chrome £545

when using for shower (0.2 bar minimum pressure is recommended)
when using for filling a bath (1 bar minimum pressure is recommended) 29



Shown here: Index 2 outlet concealed valve in chrome.

Index thermostatic 
valves

30



Index 1 outlet  
concealed thermostatic valve
This valve requires an ARMERA DOCK 
TH.310 for first-fix installation

Index 2 outlet  
concealed thermostatic valve
This valve requires an ARMERA DOCK 
TH.310 for first-fix installation

IN.331.60.4 - chrome £445 IN.332.60.4 - chrome £545 
IN.332.60.5 - brushed black £685
IN.332.60.6 - brushed gold £685 
IN.332.60.7 - brushed stainless steel £685

Index thermostatic valves
Beautifully designed, Index provides an easy push on/off operation with the safety and  

comfort of thermostatic technology.

31

when using for shower (0.2 bar minimum pressure is recommended)
when using for filling a bath (1 bar minimum pressure is recommended)

These valves are supplied with 3 etched buttons with handset, overhead shower and bath tub graphics.

TH.310 £150

ARMERA-DOCK 
First fix housing for all concealed valves



Shown here: Maze Index 2 outlet 
concealed valve in brushed black.

Maze Index 
thermostatic valves

32



Maze Index 1 outlet  
concealed thermostatic valve
This valve requires an ARMERA DOCK 
TH.310 for first-fix installation.

Maze Index 2 outlet  
concealed thermostatic valve
This valve requires an ARMERA DOCK 
TH.310 for first-fix installation.

IN.431.60.4 - chrome £475 IN.432.60.4 - chrome £580 
IN.432.60.5 - brushed black £720
IN.432.60.6 - brushed gold £720 
IN.432.60.7 - brushed stainless steel £720

Maze Index thermostatic valves
Beautifully designed, Index provides an easy push on/off operation with the safety and  

comfort of thermostatic technology.
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when using for shower (0.2 bar minimum pressure is recommended)
when using for filling a bath (1 bar minimum pressure is recommended)

These valves are supplied with 3 etched buttons with handset, overhead shower and bath tub graphics.

TH.310 £150

ARMERA-DOCK 
First fix housing for all concealed valves



Exposed thermostatic valves
Precision engineered thermostatic showering with the safety and comfort of thermostatic technology.

Fast fix brackets (1 pair)

SH.901.4 - chrome £34 
SH.901.5 - brushed black £47.50 
SH.901.6 - brushed gold £47.50 
SH.901.7 - brushed stainless steel £47.50

Exposed thermostatic bath shower mixer

TH.325.4 - chrome £290

Exposed ½” thermostatic shower valve

TH.365.66.4 - chrome £185 
TH.365.66.5 - brushed black £269 
TH.365.66.6 - brushed gold £269 
TH.365.66.7 - brushed stainless steel £269
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Rio exposed round 2 outlet 
thermostatic valve with rigid riser 
shower kit
RI.352.66.4 - chrome £525 
RI.352.66.5 - brushed black £735 
RI.352.66.6 - brushed gold £735

Rio exposed square 2 outlet 
thermostatic valve with rigid riser 
shower kit
RI.352.55.4 - chrome £580 
RI.352.55.5 - brushed black £815

Rio
Exposed 2 outlet shower sets with adjustable height for ultimate flexibility.

Includes fast-fix brackets

Includes fast-fix brackets

Adjustable height Adjustable height
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Showering

Shown here: Domus round 250mm fixed head in brushed gold with 100mm ceiling dropper in co-ordinating brushed gold
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Showering – Fixed heads & arms
Submerge and envelop the senses with ARMERA’s showering collection. 

Round wall mounted shower arm
SH.423.66.4 - chrome £104 
SH.423.66.5 - brushed black £185
SH.423.66.6 - brushed gold £185 
SH.423.66.7 - brushed stainless steel £185

Square wall mounted shower arm
SH.423.55.4 - chrome £104 
SH.423.55.5 - brushed black £185
SH.423.55.6 - brushed gold £185

Domus round 250mm fixed head
DO.410.250.66.4 - chrome £208 
DO.410.250.66.5 - brushed black £338 
DO.410.250.66.6 - brushed gold £338 
DO.410.250.66.7 - brushed stainless steel £338

Domus square 250mm fixed head
DO.410.250.55.4 - chrome £208 
DO.410.250.55.5 - brushed black £338
DO.410.250.55.6 - brushed gold £338

Ceiling dropper 100mm
SH.450.100.4 - chrome £69 
SH.450.100.5 - brushed black £92
SH.450.100.6 - brushed gold £92 
SH.450.100.7 - brushed stainless steel £92
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Showering – Slide rail kits
Boasting push button multi-function handsets and easy-gliding rails encapsulated in sleek designs.

Showering – Mini Kits & Outlets
Complement your showering zones perfectly.

Spectre slide rail kit with 
multi-function handset  
and smoothflex hose

SP.460.4 - chrome £255 
SP.460.5 - brushed black £430
SP.460.6 - brushed gold £430

Ribbon slide rail kit with  
multi-function handset and 
smoothflex hose
RI.460.4 - chrome £255 
RI.460.5 - brushed black £430
RI.460.6 - brushed gold £430

Round mini kit
SH.430.66.4 - chrome £174 
SH.430.66.5 - brushed black £315
SH.430.66.6 - brushed gold £315 
SH.430.66.7 - brushed stainless £315

steel

Square mini kit
SH.430.55.4 - chrome £174 
SH.430.55.5 - brushed black £315
SH.430.55.6 - brushed gold £315

Rhapsody adjustable slide rail 
kit with multi-function handset 
and smoothflex hose

RH.460.4 - chrome £220 
RH.460.5 - brushed black £407
RH.460.6 - brushed gold £407 
RH.460.7 - brushed stainless £407

steel

Protus multi function 
adjustable  
slide rail kit

PR.468.4 - chrome £94

Square wall outlet
SH.440.55.4 - chrome £45 
SH.440.55.5 - brushed black £69
SH.440.55.6 - brushed gold £69

Round wall outlet
SH.440.66.4 - chrome £45 
SH.440.66.5 - brushed black £69
SH.440.66.6 - brushed gold £69 
SH.440.66.7 - brushed stainless £69

steel
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Adjustable  
bracket position

Adjustable  
bracket position



Shown here: Domus square 250mm fixed head in chrome.
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Showering  
sets

40



Pivot minikit set
SS.342.430.66.4 
£1,181

Index minikit set
SS.332.430.66.4 
£1,181

Pivot slide rail set
SS.342.460.66.4 
£1,272

Index slide rail set
SS.332.460.66.4 
£1,272

Solace set
SS.365.468.66.4 
£313

Rio round
RI.352.66.4 
£525

Rio square
RI.352.55.4 
£580

Includes fast 
fix brackets

Includes fast 
fix brackets

Showering sets
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Shown here: Riena robe hook in brushed stainless steel.

Reina
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Reina
Beautifully formed with simple lines to suit any bathroom.

Robe hook

RE.570.4 - chrome £45 
RE.570.5 - brushed black £69 
RE.570.6 - brushed gold £69 
RE.570.7 - brushed stainless steel £69

Paper holder

RE.510.4 - chrome £57.50 
RE.510.5 - brushed black     £92
RE.510.6 - brushed gold     £92 
RE.510.7 - brushed stainless steel     £92

Towel ring

RE.550.4 - chrome £104 
RE.550.5 - brushed black £162 
RE.550.6 - brushed gold £162 
RE.550.7 - brushed stainless steel £162

Wall mounted toilet brush

WC.590.4 - chrome £105 
WC.590.5 - brushed black £220 
WC.590.6 - brushed gold £220 
WC.590.7 - brushed stainless steel £220

Corner basket

BA.580.77.4 - chrome £104 
BA.580.77.5 - brushed black £175 
BA.580.77.6 - brushed gold £175 
BA.580.77.7 - brushed stainless steel £175
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AT.620.800 
Atoll 800mm wall hung unit

AT.610.1200 
Atoll 1200mm wall hung unit
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Atoll
Product Code: AT.620.600
Description: 600mm 2 drawer wall hung unit

All measurements are in mm
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AT.620.600
Atoll 600mm wall hung unit

Atoll furniture dimensional drawings

AT.650.1500 
Atoll 1500mm wall hung cabinet
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Opa
Product Code: OP.630.600
Description: 600mm 3 drawer floor standing unit

All measurements are in mm
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Opa
Product Code: OP.640.400
Description: 400mm 1 door wall hung unit  
Door can be hung for left of right side opening

All measurements are in mm
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OP.640.400 
Opa 400mm wall hung unit
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Opa
Product Code: OP.620.500
Description: 500mm 2 drawer wall hung unit

All measurements are in mm
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Opa
Product Code: OP.620.500
Description: 500mm 2 drawer wall hung unit

All measurements are in mm
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OP.620.500 
Opa 500mm wall hung unit
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Opa
Product Code: OP.630.600
Description: 600mm 3 drawer floor standing unit

All measurements are in mm
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Opa
Product Code: OP.620.600
Description: 600mm 2 drawer wall hung unit

All measurements are in mm
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OP.620.600 
Opa 600mm wall hung unit

OP.650.1500 
Opa 1500mm wall hung cabinet
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Opa
Product Code: OP.650.1500
Description: 1500mm 2 door wall hung cabinet 
Doors can be hung for left or right side opening

All measurements are in mm
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Opa
Product Code: OP.650.1500
Description: 1500mm 2 door wall hung cabinet 
Doors can be hung for left or right side opening

All measurements are in mm
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OP.630.600 
Opa 600mm floor standing unit
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Opa
Product Code: OP.640.400
Description: 400mm 1 door wall hung unit  
Door can be hung for left of right side opening

All measurements are in mm
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Opa
Product Code: OP.620.800
Description: 800mm 2 drawer wall hung unit

All measurements are in mm
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OP.620.800 
Opa 800mm wall hung unit

Opa furniture dimensional drawings
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Lagoon
Product Code: LG.711
Description: Close coupled WC

All measurements are in mm

FRONT VIEW
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LG.711 
Lagoon Close coupled WC with cistern fittings and seat
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Lagoon
Product Code: LG.712
Description: Back to wall WC

All measurements are in mm
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LG.712 
Lagoon Back to wall WC with seat
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Lagoon
Product Code: LG.713
Description: Wall hung WC

All measurements are in mm
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LG.713 
Lagoon Wall Hung WC with seat

Lagoon WC dimensional drawings
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Anthem
Product Code: AN.711
Description: Close coupled WC

All measurements are in mm

FRONT VIEW
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Anthem
Product Code: AN.712
Description: Back to wall WC

All measurements are in mm
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AN.712 
Anthem Back to wall WC with seat
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Anthem
Product Code: AN.713
Description: Wall hung WC

All measurements are in mm
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AN.713 
Anthem Wall Hung WC with seat

AN.711 
Anthem Close coupled WC with cistern fittings and seat

Anthem WC dimensional drawings
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Concealed cistern dimensional drawings
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Concealed Cisterns
Product Code: CI.735
Description: In wall concealed cistern  
with adjustable pipe length

All measurements are in mm
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Flush plate mounted on top
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Concealed Cisterns
Product Code: CI.732
Description: Slimline concealed cistern 
with frame

All measurements are in mm
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* NB If outlet pipe runs directly into the 
wall a minimum depth of 110mm can be 
achieved by attaching mounting brackets 
directly to the frame. Please see product 
instructions for installation detail. 

CI.732 
Slimline concealed cistern with frame
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Concealed Cisterns
Product Code: CI.734
Description: Short concealed cistern  
with frame

All measurements are in mm
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CI.734 
Short concealed cistern with frame 

CI.735 
In-wall concealed cistern with adjustable pipe length
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Concealed flush plates
Product Code: FL.760.55
Description: Bank flush plate

All measurements are in mm
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Concealed flush plates
Product Code: FL.760.55
Description: Bank flush plate

All measurements are in mm
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Concealed flush plates
Product Code: FL.760.66
Description: Halo flush plate

All measurements are in mm
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DIMENSIONAL 
DRAWING
Range: Concealed flush plates
Product Code: FL.760.66
Description: Halo flush plate

All measurements are in mm
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FL.750.66 
Halo flush plate for use with CI.732

FL.760.55 
Bank flush plate for use with CI.734 & CI.735

* NB If outlet pipe runs 
directly into the wall 
a minimum depth of 
110mm can be achieved 
by attaching mounting 
brackets directly to 
the frame. Please see 
product instructions for 
installation detail.



Shown here: Halo flush plate in brushed gold, Lagoon back to wall WC 
and Lagoon hinge cover plates in brushed gold.

ARMERA operate with continuous product development and improvement programmes. Product specifications 
may therefore change from representations contained in this catalogue. All colour and surface finishes shown 

are as accurate as possible but due to the nature of finishing processes, items may show variances. E&OE
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